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Struggling to Keep Your Business Going 

Post-Pandemic? These Tips Can Help 

 

This article is brought to you by IncSmart.  

 

When it comes to describing the last year, “hard times” is something of an understatement. 

Small businesses everywhere have struggled to survive in the face of shutdowns, stay-at-home 

orders, and the pandemic itself. We’re nearly out of the woods, but McKinsey & Company notes 

that there are still months of uncertainty ahead. These tips can help you reach the finish line. 

 

Reassess Your Business Structure 

 

The pandemic has triggered changes at every level of business, and your business may have 

fundamentally changed as a result. Whenever you undergo a major shift, it makes sense to take 

a look at your business basics and make sure everything is still working in your favor. Your 

business structure is one element of your company that may need to be reconsidered.  
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For example, you may have been running your business as a sole proprietorship up to now. For 

many people, however, the tax benefits they’d receive as an LLC might make shifting to that 

structure a financial plus. Evaluate your options to make sure you’re using the best business 

structure for your needs and, if not, make a change.  

 

Invest in Recovery Marketing  

 

Most companies have lost business during the pandemic. Unless you happen to be in one of the 

few sectors that grew during the last year, odds are you need some sort of recovery plan. The 

best way to get your business back in peoples’ minds is investing in a marketing campaign.  

 

Since few small businesses have an in-house marketing team, it may be wise to outsource this 

to a professional group. Yes, this will be more expensive than a DIY approach, but it is also far 

more likely to be effective. This is an invaluable step for getting your business back on track.  

 

Adapt to the New Market  

 

Although vaccines are rolling out and the worst of COVID-19 will soon be behind us, some 

aspects of our “new normal” are definitely here to stay, according to Small Business BC. For 

example, you can expect customers and employees alike to retain a heightened sense of 

personal hygiene and safety when interacting with your business. Features like plexiglass 

barriers and virtual means of connection may stay in demand indefinitely.  

 

You should also consider expanding delivery and shipping options if you sell any kind of 

physical goods. The convenience of at-home delivery is going to remain appealing, even as 

going out to purchase something becomes safer. Keeping it available as an option helps you 

snag customers that may have ruled you out otherwise.  

 

Make Your Physical Location Worth Visiting  

 

Although plenty of people will continue to want delivery options, a huge swath of soon-to-be-

vaccinated people are champing at the bit for their chance to get out and interact with the world 

again. If you have a physical location, now is your big opportunity to make that location as 

attractive and appealing as possible before the masses return. Your streetside appeal is going 

to be massively important once people are back out and ready to shop.  

 

Take this chance to make any big aesthetic changes to your location, such as a new layout, 

fresh paint, or new flooring. If there is any advantage to things being slow, it’s that closing down 

for a few days to make these changes won’t be the loss it might have been otherwise. Giving 

your space a facelift will surprise and delight freshly immune customers who are finally getting 

to return to their favorite haunts.  
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As vaccines rollout and we approach herd immunity, we will start to truly settle into our new 

normal. Pay attention, stay flexible, and prepare for a returning market, and you can push your 

business into its next, more prosperous phase.  

 

IncSmart helps startups and small businesses succeed, assisting your small business in the 

formation and dissolution of all types of business entities. Contact us today at 888-681-9777. 
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